Read all instructions before use

Interpupillary Distance Adjustment

The distance between the eyes, called “interpupillary distance” (IPD), varies from person to person. To achieve perfect alignment of lens to eye, follow these steps.

1. Hold your binocular in the normal viewing position and look at an object in the distance.

2. Grasp each of the binocular barrels firmly. Move the barrels closer together or further apart until you see a single circular field.

Focusing

After adjusting the interpupillary distance, follow steps below to focus the binoculars.

1. Close your right eye and look at an object in the distance through the left eyepiece with your left eye. Rotate the center focus until image is clear.

2. Close your left eye and look at the same object in the distance through the right eyepiece with your right eye. Rotate the right eye diopter until the image is clear.

3. Look through the binocular with both eyes and image should be clear, rotate the center focus for any further image adjustments.

Eye Cups

The binocular is designed with twist up eye cups for your comfort. To exclude extraneous external light thus providing improved field of view.

Eye Cups Down

Sunglasses / Eyeglasses Wearers

Eye Cups Up

Non Sunglasses / Eyeglasses Wearers

Waterproof / Fog Proof

The binocular is O-ring sealed for complete waterproof protection to keep the inside dry after contact with moisture. Fog proof protection is achieved from argon purging which removes all internal moisture to prevent anti-fogging inside the optical surfaces.

Tripod Adapter Fitting

The binocular is equipped with a built in tripod adapter fitting. Carefully unscrew the cover screw located at the base of the binocular hinge to expose the threaded mounting socket for the tripod adapter to attach to. Tripod adapter NOT included.

Care and Cleaning

Care

If handled with care, this binocular will provide years of trouble-free service. Like any fine optical instrument your binocular should be given sensible care.

- Keep the lens covers on the lenses when binoculars are not in use.
- Store binoculars with the eye cups down.
- Avoid banging and dropping.
- Store in a cool, dry place.

Cleaning

- Blow away any dust or debris on the lens (or use a soft lens brush)
- To remove dirt or fingerprints, clean with a soft cotton cloth rubbing in a circular motion. Use of a coarse cloth or unnecessary rubbing may scratch the lens surface and eventually cause permanent damage.
- For a more thorough cleaning, photographic lens tissue and photographic-type lens cleaning fluid or isopropyl alcohol may be used. Always apply the fluid to the cleaning cloth never directly on the lens.

DO NOT use this optical product to view the Sun or any light source. CAUTION: Viewing the Sun can cause permanent eye damage.

Parts Of The Binocular

A. Eyepiece  E. Neck Strap Eyelet
B. Right Eye Diopter  F. Objective Lens
C. Center Focus  G. Tripod Adaptable Fitting
D. Twist Up Eye Cups
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See reverse side for more information
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

BINOCULARS

BARSKA® Optics, as manufacturer, warrants this new precision optical product to be free of original defects in materials and/or workmanship for the length of time specified by this warranty. This warranty does not include damage caused by abuse, improper handling, installation, maintenance, normal wear-and-tear, unauthorized repairs or modifications and tampering in anyway.

This warranty is limited to the original purchaser and is not transferable. This warranty applies only to products purchased in the United States of America.

In the event of a defect within 30 days, the consumer must return the defective unit to the BARSKA dealer (the place of purchase) at his/her own expense.

Beyond 30 days, BARSKA products should be sent to the following address for warranty repairs. Products must be packed carefully and sturdily to prevent damage in transit, and returned freight prepaid to:

BARSKA OPTICS
Repair Department
855 Towne Center Drive
Pomona, CA 91767

For additional and updated information please visit our website at www.barska.com

Please email info@barska.com or call 1.888.666.6769 for Return Merchandise Number (RMA#) before any returns. NOTE: All merchandise received without a valid RMA # will be returned to shipper at his/her own expense.

Please include all of the following when returning BARSKA products for service and/or replacement:

1. Please write your complete details (Name, Address, Telephone #, E-mail address, RMA#, etc.)
2. Purchase receipt or Proof of Purchase. (Original/Copy)
3. A brief explanation of the defect.
   *Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

This product will either be replaced or repaired at the discretion of the warrantor. If it's a discontinued item, we will replace the product with an equivalent product. Should the repair not be covered by this warranty, an estimate will be sent for your approval. Non-warranty repairs or refurbishing of your optical products are always provided at a reasonable cost.

BARSKA® Optics shall not be liable for any consequential, incidental and/or contingent damages whatsoever. We will not pay shipping, insurance or transportation charges from you to us, or any import fees, duties and or taxes. This warranty supersedes all previous BARSKA® Optics warranties.